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Covius expands its relationship with a360inc’s Express
Notary Service to include Remote Online Notarization
technology, (RON).
August 26, 2021 | Dallas, TX a360inc, a leading technology and outsourcing solutions provider
to the legal and financial services industries, announced today an expanded relationship with
Covius Settlement Services to include Remote Online Notarization (RON) technology. The
addition of RON is a natural expansion of a360’s long relationship with Covius as a notary provider
and an effective response to the marketplace’s desire for paperless and contactless transactions.
“The market is changing; lenders and underwriters now see this technology as an indispensable
tool and within three years we’re likely to see a large percentage of notary transactions taking
place via RON,” said a360inc’s Chief Executive Officer Scott Brinkley. “By working together with
Covius, we’re enabling RON technology solutions across the lifecycle of a loan.”
Joe Chappell, Executive Vice President at Covius Settlement Services, added, “RON technology
provides an array of benefits to the doc execution process including the opportunity to provide
a more flexible and user-friendly signing experience for the consumer while improving quality,
and delivering significant cost savings. a360inc has been an excellent partner in supporting our
overall consumer experience and we are excited to work with them in providing innovative
technology-enabled solutions to our clients.”
For up-to-date information about the collaboration, and to learn more about a360inc’s notary
services and national network of vetted notaries and signing agents, visit
a360inc.com/expressnotarysolutions.

About Covius
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight and technology to leading financial
companies. Covius’ technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies, mitigate risk
and empower compliant decisions and borrower interactions. Covius businesses are recognized
leaders in loss mitigation, document and data solutions, title and settlement services,
compliance and critical borrower communications, lien release tracking and preparation, HOA
and tax tracking, quality assurance, REO asset management and auction services, credit reporting
and verification, capital markets due diligence and oversight, insurance policy analysis as well as
rapid-development, customizable cloud-based business process solutions. The company was
named a 2021 HousingWire Tech100 winner. For more information about the company and its
services, visit www.covius.com.
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About a360inc
a360inc is a leading technology and outsourcing services provider to the financial services, real
estate, and legal industries. Based in Addison, TX, a360inc provides case management system
technology and outsourcing services to law firms, title agencies, underwriters, mortgage
companies and investors. Learn more about a360inc and its suite of products and services online
at www.a360inc.com.

